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Abstract

Inroads have been made in the diagnosis and treatment of osteoporosis, yet dual-energy X-ray absorptiometry is still the primary diagnostic
modality. This method provides 2D projections of an irregular 3D construct. However, human cancellous bone is highly heterogeneous with
varying material properties. Therefore, to properly assess fracture risk, it is imperative to take into consideration microstructural indices besides
subregional bone volume fraction (BV/TV).

A power law model with average BV/TV as the independent variable describes 38% of the variation in yield strength; however, this predictive
power is increased to 56% when BV/TV of the weakest subregion is considered. Of twenty-five specimens studied, 76% had minimum BV/TV,
maximum principal Eigen value of the fabric tensor (H1) and minimum connectivity density (Conn.D) values within the visually determined
failure regions. These three independent morphometric indices yielded significant differences between the failure and non-failure regions of each
specimen.

From the results, we conclude that subregions with minimal BV/TV values are better predictors of mechanical failure in cancellous bone than
average specimen BV/TV. Addition of microstructural indices augments this predictive power to generate a trabecular failure prediction model
based on volume fraction and cancellous bone microstructure specifically in areas where trabecular failure is most likely to occur.
© 2006 Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.
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Introduction

Osteoporosis is defined as a skeletal disorder characterized
by compromised bone strength predisposing to an increased risk
of fracture. Bone strength reflects the integration of two main
features: bone density and bone quality, where bone quality
refers to architecture, turnover, damage accumulation (e.g.,
microfractures) and mineralization [2]. This disease, currently
considered an epidemic in most developed countries, is
affecting approximately one in three Caucasian women over
the age of 65 and is expressed by greatly reducing bone strength
while concurrently increasing fracture risk. The increased social
and health care costs associated with the complications of this
disease have promoted extensive research in establishing
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preventative and screening methodologies and guidelines for
those affected or most likely to be affected.

One of the most cost-effective and widespread methods to
assess fracture risk in osteoporotic patients has been the advent
and application of dual-energy X-ray absorptiometry (DXA)
[1]. This technique facilitates the measurement of bone mass
(BMC) and areal bone mineral density (BMD) as well as certain
measures of compressive and bending strength of bone [3].
These measures are extremely accurate for homogeneous
materials undergoing a known loading mode. Nevertheless,
human cancellous bone consists of a non-uniform network of
trabecular elements undergoing complex loading patterns,
where structure seems to play an important role on top of the
material per se [19].

It has been established that mechanical properties of
cancellous bone are primarily dependent upon its apparent
density [4,27]. However, the variation of cancellous bone
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microstructure at a given volume fraction level has resulted in a
stiffness and strength variation much higher than those observed
in most other types of cellular solids [6]. The complex
interaction of volume fraction and microstructure compounded
by other issues such as increasing deviation from continuum
mechanics principles (e.g., highly osteoporotic samples),
loading direction, anatomic site, intraspecimen variations and
artifacts associated with mechanical testing protocols have
hindered efforts to reach a consensus on the nature of the
relationship between bone mechanical properties and its failure
behavior. This is especially important for specimens from
osteoporotic patients, where bone volume fraction range is
considerably lower than those observed in normal bone.
Moreover, trabecular network is not evenly distributed across
any cancellous bone site as cancellous bone volume fraction
variation is rather large within any anatomic region [10]. It has
also been demonstrated that bone failure may not be evenly
distributed over the whole specimen, but occurs in well defined
bands [22,23,29], leaving the remaining portion of the
microstructure intact. The importance of band-like failure is
essential in the correct assessment of modulus of elasticity
which is hampered by the fact that strains are not uniform along
the sample length, therefore violating an important requirement
in continuum mechanics.

The contribution of microstructure to the mechanical
properties of cancellous bone has been widely accepted
[17,26], and to this end, many indices have been devised to
further describe the influence of changes in bone microstructure
onto its mechanical properties [7–9,20,24,25]. However, these
methods present an average number for the entire specimen and
do not take into consideration general inhomogeneities and
local variations in bone microstructure. Therefore, it is
imperative that the weakest link in cancellous bone is identified,
and its contribution to the failure properties of whole bone
evaluated.

To this end, we aim to show that bone volume fraction of the
weakest subregions, in a trabecular bone specimen of the same
size and located at the same site, is a better predictor of its
failure than bone volume fraction averaged over the entire
sample and that microstructural indices from the subregions of
trabecular failure can be incorporated in statistical models to
predict mechanical failure of trabecular bone specimens
accurately.

Materials and methods

Materials

A group of 25 human vertebral cancellous bone specimens were cored from
thoracic and lumbar regions of vertebral bodies harvested from 2 spines of
donors from Anatomic Gift Program at Harvard University (65 y/o M, 63 y/o F).
The bone specimens were cored parallel to the anatomical axis out of a pre-cut
block of the vertebral body using a diamond coring tool (Starlite Industries,
Rosemont, PA) while completely submerged in 0.9% saline solution. All
specimens were stored in saline-soaked gauze at a temperature of −20°C. Once
cored, the two ends of all specimens were cut perpendicular to the anatomical
axis between two parallel diamond wafering blades running on a low-speed saw
(Isomet, Buehler Corp., Lake Bluff, IL) following previously described
protocols [22,23]. The specimens were cored and cut using a 3:2 ratio (H
11.62±0.14 mm and ∅ 7.85±0.21 mm) between length and diameter. Before
testing, pre-aligned brass end caps with a 9 mm diameter and 1.2 mm in
thickness were glued with cyanoacrylate (American Glue Corp., Taylor, MI) to
both ends of the specimens. This step effectively reduced end artifact [15] by
restraining displacement at either end of the specimen and providing support to
the free ends of the trabeculae. The specimens remained wet during testing with
the humidity sealed within the micro-compression device. This was verified
upon retrieval of wet specimens at the end of testing periods.

Mechanical testing and data reconstruction of trabecular bone
specimens

A previously described and validated mechanical testing and data
acquisition (MTDAQ) device was employed for this study [22,23]. This
method incorporates stepwise micro-compression in combination with time-
lapsed micro-computed tomographic imaging (μCT) to study the 3D failure
behavior of cellular solids, a method previously referred to as image guided
failure assessment (IGFA) [18]. All specimens were preconditioned to eliminate
typical toe behavior [13–15,18] at a strain rate of 0.005 s−1 for 7 cycles. The
specimens were then transferred to the μCT scanner for initial imaging of the
specimen in the intact state (0%). After imaging, the specimen was returned to
the MTDAQ, and exposed to a monocyclic nominal strain of 2% at a strain rate
of 0.01 s−1. Following the application of each strain step, the specimen was
allowed to relax for 20 min prior to the next μCT imaging. The twenty-minute
time interval was necessary to allow for adequate stress relaxation in the
specimen due to its viscoelastic material properties. This procedure was repeated
five more times to acquire additional time-lapsed images at 4%, 8%, 12%, 16%
and 20% nominal strain in the post-failure regime. Each imaging step was
approximately 75 min in duration. The discrete stepwise mechanical data for
each specimen were reconstructed as described previously [23].

Mechanical data analysis

The mechanical data were re-sampled and averaged to obtain stresses
between 0% and 2% strain at intervals of 0.2% strain and between 2% and 20%
strain at intervals of 1% strain. Modulus of elasticity, stiffness, yield strain and
strength, ultimate strain and strength and ultimate load were calculated
accordingly. The modulus of elasticity and the stiffness were determined by
fitting a straight line parallel to the linear regions of the stress–strain and load–
displacement curves respectively. Ultimate load and stress were defined as the
initial peak load/stress and their corresponding displacement/strain as ultimate
displacement and strain.

μCT imaging methods and image and data analysis

Progressive images were generated using a micro-tomographic imaging
system (μCT 20, Scanco Medical AG, Bassersdorf, Switzerland) [28].
Measurements were stored in three-dimensional image arrays with isotropic
voxel sizes of 34 μm. A three-dimensional Gaussian filter (σ=1.2) with a
limited, finite filter support [2] was used to suppress the noise in the volumes.
These images were binarized to separate bone from background using a global
thresholding procedure [21] at 22.4%. To these images, a component labeling
algorithm was applied to keep only the largest connected bone component and to
remove small particles arising from noise and artifacts.

Each specimen's μCT image was divided along the longitudinal axis into
10 subregions of equal height. For each of these subregions, as well as for the
whole specimen, direct 3D indices were computed [10]: bone volume fraction
(BV/TV), bone surface density (BS/TV), specific bone surface (BS/BV),
structure model index (SMI), trabecular number (Tb.N), trabecular thickness
(Tb.Th), fabric tensor Eigen values (H1–H3), degree of anisotropy (DA=H1/
H3) and connectivity density (Conn.D). In order to avoid boundary artifacts for
the calculations of microstructural indices in the analyzed subregions, we
performed morphometric evaluation of the entire specimen and then averaged
out the data over each subregion using an appropriate masking procedure as
provided by the CT manufacturer software (IPL, Scanco Medical AG,
Bassersdorf, Switzerland).

The 3D images of each compression step were combined into an animation
since 3D animations of the mechanical experiments contribute significantly to



Fig. 1. Compression steps of 0, 2, 4, 8, 12, 16 and 20% global strain from two representative trabecular bone specimens (a and b). The top row, for each specimen,
shows a front view of the entire specimen, and the second row demonstrates a representative coronal view of the same specimen viewed from the front.

Fig. 2. Failure occurs at subregions with the lowest BV/TV values. Subregions
number 1, 2, 3 and 4 with the lowest BV/TV values here coincide with the 4
regions that fail based on the visual data provided by the time-lapsed mechanical
testing.
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the understanding of specimen failure. For this purpose, the 3D images had to be
aligned initially with respect to the bottom end plate since this plate was fixed
during the experiment. An algorithm was used to find the last plane of this end
plate in each 3D image, enabling an alignment of the images along the
perpendicular axis. A subsequent 2D correlation procedure was used in the first
five bottom planes in order to perform alignment. Each aligned 3D dataset was
then visualized under the same conditions (orientation, light settings) by using
an extended Marching Cubes algorithm [16]. The resulting images were finally
turned into an animation to visualize failure for all specimens (Figs. 1a–b). This
procedure was done for four main directions (front, left, back, right) for the
whole specimen as well as for two directions (front, left) for the 110 central
slices (3.74 mm), which were used to visually identify the region(s) of failure
(FX) and non-failure (NF). Each image was axially divided into 10 subregions of
equal height, and failure was assigned to one or several of those subregions (Fig.
2). Two operators performed this process independently, and the individual
results were pooled to obtain the final FX and NF regions. The same regions
were used to determine local morphometric parameters. These morphometric
indices were then related to the visually determined region(s) of failure.

The morphometric indices of the 10 subregions were normalized (against the
subregion with the highest value for each index) and were ranked from 1 to 10,
one being the least likely to fail and ten the most. Mean ranks of the FX and NF
regions were then calculated for each specimen.

Statistical analysis

The Kolmogorov–Smirnov goodness-of-fit test was performed to check
for normality of continuous morphometric indices in order to determine
whether parametric or non-parametric methods were appropriate for analysis.
Univariate analysis was performed to compare morphometric indices
between failure and non-failure groups using two-sample Student's t test.
In addition, multivariate stepwise logistic regression based on maximum



Table 1
Descriptive statistics for densitometric and mechanical analysis performed on all
specimens

Mass
[g]

Apparent
density
[kg/m3]

Yield
strain
[%]

Yield
strength
[MPa]

Ultimate
strain
[%]

Ultimate
strength
[MPa]

Modulus
of elasticity
[MPa]

Mean 0.22 0.38 1.60 0.95 2.01 1.02 59.69
SD 0.07 0.11 0.56 0.47 0.69 0.47 21.00
Minimum 0.10 0.18 0.63 0.32 0.86 0.36 27.58
Maximum 0.34 0.63 2.85 2.25 4.11 2.34 121.35
CV (%) 30.4 29.0 35.2 49.2 34.4 46.7 35.18

Fig. 3. Percentage of the weakest subregion (for each parameter) falling within
the visually determined failure region.
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likelihood estimation (MLE) was used to identify significant predictors of
failure using thirteen morphometric indices as candidate variables tested in
the model. The likelihood ratio test was used to assess significance of the
variables selected in the final model based on a backward selection
procedure [11]. Model fit was evaluated by the Hosmer–Lemeshow statistic
using a chi-square distribution [12]. Probability of failure was derived for
combinations of the multivariate predictors using an exponential logistic
equation with the fitted regression coefficients based on MLE [5]. The SPSS
statistical package was utilized for regression analysis (version 12.0, SPSS
Inc., Chicago, IL). Two-tailed values of P<0.05 were considered statistically
significant.
Results

Descriptive statistics of densitometric, mechanical and
morphometric properties are given in Tables 1 and 2
respectively. Apparent density ranged from 0.18 to 0.63 g/
cm3, yield strength from 0.32 to 2.25 MPa and the modulus of
elasticity from 27 to 121 MPa for the specimens in this study.
Average bone volume fraction for the 25 specimens ranged from
4.2% to 12.3%, whereas the volume fraction range for the
weakest subregion ranged from 3.1% to 7.4% only. A power
law model with BV/TV as the independent parameter described
only 38% of the variation in the yield strength; however, the
predictive power was increased to 56% when the BV/TVof the
weakest subregion for each specimen was considered as the
independent parameter.

The percentage of the weakest subregions overlapping the
visually determined failure region was calculated for each
index. In the 25 specimens analyzed in this study, 19 (76%) had
minimum BV/TV and Conn.D values within the visually
determined failure regions (Fig. 3). This percentage increased
to 80% for BS/TV and for the fabric tensor in the principal
direction of the trabecular network (H1). The combination of
BV/TV and H1 increased the number of accurately predicted
weakest links within the failure region to 88% (22 out of 25).
The mean rank for each index was greater in the FX regions
Table 2
Descriptive statistics for morphometric analysis performed on all specimens

BV/TV [%] BS/TV [mm2/mm3] BS/BV [mm2/mm3] SMI DA

Mean 5.605 1.065 21.174 2.362 1.66
SD 1.183 0.220 2.052 0.165 0.15
Minimum 3.135 0.646 17.284 2.110 1.36
Maximum 7.437 1.641 24.636 2.666 1.94
CV (%) 21.11 20.65 9.69 6.99 8.98
than in the NF regions. Further observations revealed that a
cutoff rank value of 7.7 (out of 10) resulted in prediction of
failure in the FX regions exclusively (no false positives from the
NF regions). Additionally, the mean FX rank for each index for
all 25 specimens was greater than the mean NF rank for each
index.

A theoretical curve based on logistic regression analysis
illustrates the probability of failure (as opposed to non-failure)
based on BV/TV in Fig. 4. There was a significant inverse
relationship between increasing values of BV/TV and the
probability of failure as indicated by the likelihood ratio test
(P<0.001). The probability curve is superimposed on the
empirical numbers of FX and NF regions for specific intervals
of BV/TV. For example, for BV/TV values less than 6%, there
were a total of 42 regions demonstrating failure and 16
demonstrating non-failure. The abscissa represents intervals of
BV/TV, and the left ordinate corresponds to the actual numbers
of regions in each group (failure and non-failure). The right
ordinate denotes the predicted probability of failure according to
BV/TV.

Statistical analysis yielded significant differences in 8
morphometric indices between FX and NF regions. These
indices included: BV/TV, BS/TV, Conn.D (all P<0.01) and
SMI, Tb.Sp, H1, H2 and H3 (all P<0.05). Multivariate logistic
regression with the candidate variables consisting of the 8
significant parameters from univariate analysis resulted in a
final model including 3 independent predictors. These para-
meters included: BV/TV, H1 and Conn.D (likelihood ratio test
(LRT)=11.69, 12.91 and 21.31 respectively, all P<0.001).
Coefficients from the logistic regression equation were used to
H1 H2 H3 Tb.Th [mm] Tb.N [mm−1] Conn.D [mm−3]

5 2.640 1.956 1.682 0.146 1.527 0.767
0 0.591 0.434 0.360 0.010 0.053 0.380
5 1.586 1.206 1.096 0.127 1.414 0.283
0 4.050 2.994 2.721 0.176 1.633 1.834

22.40 22.17 21.40 7.03 3.48 49.52



Fig. 4. A theoretical curve based on logistic regression analysis, illustrating the
probability of failure (as opposed to non-failure) based on BV/TV values. Left
end point convention was used for the BV/TV bins (for instance, the 5–6 bin
ranges actually from 5 to 5.99).
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derive a failure probability model (FPM) using the 3 inde-
pendent variables.

FPM ¼ eð2�1:2dConn:D�0:40dBV=TVþH1Þ

1� eð2�1:2dConn:D�0:40dBV=TVþH1Þ ð1Þ

Varying the BV/TV values from 5 to 15%, the Conn.D from
1 to 4 mm−3 and H1 from 1 to 4, four graphs are generated to
predict fracture as illustrated in Figs. 5a–d. As the range of
Conn.D is increased from 1 to 4, the probability of failure is
decreased dramatically for all H1 and BV/TV values. For
instance, probability of failure is less than 14% for the worst-
case scenario (lowest BV/TV and H1 values) in Fig. 5d where
Conn.D has a value of 4 mm−3. This also holds true in Fig. 5c,
with the exception of the lowest H1 value, where the worst-case
probability of failure is at 14% for Conn.D value of 3 mm−3.
Studying Fig. 5a in more detail reveals that, for a constant Conn.
D value of 1 mm−3, and BV/TV value of 10%, the probability
of failure drops from 85% to 45% to 10% and finally to 2%
respectively for H1 values of 1, 2, 3 and 4.

The visualization of bone specimens in this study showed
that failure mainly occurred in well-defined regions. Trabecular
failure modes of buckling, barreling and rotation were observed,
while locally, failure modes such as bending and buckling of
individual trabecular elements were observed. The former were
mostly seen in well-defined bands of horizontal or shear failure.
Qualitative analysis of a number of specimens revealed that, in
specimens with small variations in the BV/TV and trabecular
microstructure, trabecular failure was initiated and remained in
well-defined bands. The trabecular failure pattern could be
described as the failure region folding over itself, much like of a
building implosion, with most trabeculae failing in a bending
mode. In specimens with larger microstructural variation (in the
vertical direction), a trabecular failure pattern in the shear plane
was observed. A general trend of bending and buckling was
observed in plate-like structures, meanwhile rod-like trabeculae
failed principally in buckling mode. In specimens where long
plate-like structures were predominant throughout the structure,
especially in the periphery, a pattern of barreling was observed
where the plate-like elements started to bend around hinging
points and eventually failed in barreling mode.

Discussion

The specimens in this study represented the lower segment of
the volume fraction range for human cancellous bone. These
findings were consistent with the values reported by Hildebrand
et al., who showed the lumbar spine to be the site with the
lowest average BV/TV values compared to other anatomic sites
[10]. The range of BV/TV values was also reflected in the lower
range of yield strength and modulus of elasticity for these
specimens. The volume fraction range for the weakest
subregions was noticeably smaller than the BV/TV range for
the average specimens, suggesting that trabecular failure of the
chain would occur at its weakest link. This notion is further
strengthened by the significant increase in the predictive power
of yield strength when BV/TVof the weakest subregion is used
instead of the average specimen BV/TV. The low predictive
power of yield strength in these specimens, in comparison to
previously reported data [4,27], might be partially explained by
the low range of specimen BV/TV, causing deviation from
continuum mechanics principles. Analysis volume of these
bones is not the same as normal bone since trabecular bone
specimens with lower bone density tend to be more hetero-
geneous than those with density in the normal range.
Additionally, the sizes of host bones where trabecular speci-
mens can be cored from are finite. Therefore, specimen size
variation is an inherent limitation of such studies as specimen
size in a study cannot be changed easily due to constraints of
host bone size and the adverse effects of varying specimen size
on the study results. Further investigation is required to identify
the cause(s) of this deviation.

Bone volume fraction plays an important role in assessing
the structural integrity of trabecular bone, especially for bones
with thinner than normal elements, where the trabecular
microstructure is already compromised. The weakest region
within the trabecular microstructure where failure actually
occurs holds the key to the failure behavior of the entire
specimen. The importance of BV/TV in predicting failure of
subregions was investigated by logistic regression analysis. The
approach iteratively tests values of BV/TV from failure and
non-failure regions and converges a best fitting predictive curve
for failure of cancellous bone specimens according to BV/TV
values from specific regions within the specimen. In this model
(Fig. 4), the inverse relationship between the increasing value of
BV/TV and the probability of failure was demonstrated and
showed good model fit. For example, the probability that a
region with a BV/TV between 5 and 6% failed was 67%,
whereas the probability of failure dropped to 13% for a BV/TV
of 12% and higher.

A simple mean ranking model was used to rank subregions
from most to least likely to fail (based on the sum of individual
ranking for each trabecular index), and a subsequent experi-
mental cutoff value appears to distinguish well between the FX
and NF regions. This approach could be further investigated as
an alternative method to predict failure in trabecular bone



Fig. 5. Failure probability model [FPM] using 3 independent variables of BV/TV, H1 and Conn.D. Conn.D value was varied from 1 to 4 mm−3 in figures a through d.
The range of BV/TV and H1 values for each graph was from 3% to 15% and 1 to 4 respectively.
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specimens. A simple comparison revealed that, in the majority
of the cases (76%–88%), a combination of the lowest BV/TV,
BS/TV, Conn.D or H1 values closely correlated with the
weakest subregion determined by visual inspection of failure.
This finding highlights the importance of these structural
parameters used in the context of identifying the weakest link in
the chain. It is noteworthy that the exact region of failure could
be predicted in 22 of 25 cases (88%) by a combination of BV/
TV and H1, which is a measure of spacing in the direction of
highest anisotropy.

Statistical analysis of morphometric indices obtained in this
study suggested that 8 indices yielded significant differences
between the FX and NF regions. However, further multivariate
logistic regression revealed that only three indices yielded
independent significant differences between the FX and NF
regions. These indices, BV/TV, Conn.D and H1, were used to
derive a probability failure model to help better predict failure in
specimens in the lower BV/TV spectrum, an area where
traditional average specimen parameters do not yield high
predictive powers. This model illustrates the importance of
these indices in the determination of strength of cancellous bone
(Figs. 5a–d). Specifically, the contributions of Conn.D and H1

are illustrated by the sharp declines in the failure probability as
the range of Conn.D and H1 values are increased. A limitation
of any modeling approach is that equally sized specimens with
similar inhomogeneity and same number of subregions are to be
used in any subsequent attempt to use this model or any other
model derived from these data.

This study shows that trabecular failure is locally initiated
and can be predicted by morphometric indices. In many
specimens, we observed large areas undergoing minimal
deformation, whereas failure occurred in a visually discernable,
well-defined band. The predominant mode of failure for the
individual trabeculae includes bending and buckling, whereas
compressive, shear and barreling failure modes were observed
at the specimen level. Bending was visually observed to be the
failure mode of choice for the plate-like structures, where
bending would normally hinge upon a weak structural point
along the length of the plate (such as a thinner area of the plate
and a section of the plate where it was perforated). The rod-like
structures predominantly failed in a buckling mode following
Euler's criteria.

There is roughly a three-fold variation in the average bone
volume fraction of specimens in this study, and all specimens
were harvested from thoracic and lumbar regions of 2 donors
with similar ages. In order to properly investigate the mechanical
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behavior of cancellous bone under load, it will be important to
carry out this type of study using whole bones as the behavior of
cancellous bone at any site and within site is affected by its
surrounding trabecular structure and the enveloping cortical
shell. Technical limitations at the time of the study prevented us
from undertaking such a study. Additionally, we were interested
in evaluating the behavior of trabecular microstructure under
load as a cellular solid outside the context of the whole bone.

Typical densitometry measurements do not take into account
local variations of the trabecular microstructure or the non-
uniform distribution of trabecular elements and failure regions.
As a result, standard densitometry can only generate accurate
results if bone microstructure is distributed uniformly, an
important criterion not met for most pathological cases. To this
end, we have shown that, alternatively, the subregions with the
lowest bone volume fraction values are better suited to predict
mechanical failure in cancellous bone specimens. This
predictive power is augmented even more by taking into
consideration additional microstructural indices in an effort to
generate a failure prediction model based on bone volume
fraction and microstructural distribution of cancellous bone
specimens specifically in areas where failure is most likely to
occur.
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